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Beauty of Uttarakhand – Family Vacation
4N 5D
Budget Package Starting
INR 18,850* Per Person - Budget
INR 24,950* Per Person – Superior
INR 38,850* Per Person – Luxury
(Not Valid for Seasonal Rates)
From 16th April – 15th July and 24th Dec – 05th January

Visit the charming hill stations juxtaposed against snow-capped peaks, quaint villages
along winding mountain roads, serpentine rivers carving their way through hills, world
renowned conservation parks like ‘Jim Corbett Tiger National Park’ and serene lakes
shimmering amidst beautiful towns..

DAY 1 – Delhi Airport Pick up.
Arrival at Delhi Airport Pick up and Proceed to Nainital and Check in to hotel, refresh and rest
for some time. Further, if you wish you can also go for a sighting tour of local spots, or visit the
Mall Road, or can enjoy boat ride in the Naini Lake. Return to the hotel for an overnight stay.

Nainital
Located at a height of 1,938 meters (6,358 feet) above sea level, Nainital is among the center of
attractions in Uttarakhand. This hill station cuddles oodles of natural wonders in its arms and
perhaps, that’s why tourists from different nooks and corners of the globe visit the place.

HOTEL - Check inn Nainital
DAY 2 – Excrusion Of Nainital Full Day.

After breakfast, Proceed for sightseeing trip to the famous tourist charms of Nainital like
Bhimtal, Naina Peak, Astronomical Observatory, Land's End, The Mall, Dorothy Seat and
Tiffin Top, Raj Bhavan, Snow View Point, St. John's Church. You can also enjoy shopping
at the local market. and Overnight Stay in the Hotel.

DAY 3 - Nainital to Jim Corbett Park – On the Way Enjoy Scenic Places

Early Morning After breakfast, Checkout from the hotel and proceed to Jim Corbett National
Park enroute visit Corbett fall, Corbett Museum. After lunch Visit Corbett National Park. Located
in the foothills of the Himalayas is the majestic Corbett National Park . Home to a iety of flora
and fauna, it is famous for its wild population of Tigers, Leopards. Overnight stay in Corbett.

The Jim Corbett National Park
Established in the year 1936, Jim Corbett National Park is the first national park in the Asian continent. The
park has got its name from a hunter turned conservationist Edward James Corbett. He was the one who
contributed a lot towards the establishment of the park. Further, this park was set up to save the critically
endangered feline species – the Royal Bengal Tiger. It was the very place where Project Tiger was launched in
1973. Presently Corbett is a home to various species of fauna and flora.

HOTEL - Check inn Corbett Park

DAY 4 - Jim Corbett Park Sightseeing
Early morning enjoy jungle safari (Chargeable and Pre-booking basis) at the Corbett National
Park. Return to the resort for breakfast. In the afternoon, visit Dhikala which offers an
awesome uninterrupted panoramic view of the valley. Back to the resort. Dinner and overnight
at the hotel.
Corbett Tiger Reserve: India's first national park, cradled in the foothills of the Himalayas at
3300 feet asl, spreads over an area of 520 sq km. The magnificent Ramganga River flows
through the entire length of the Park. Corbett has the highest density of tiger in India. Other
carnivores include the leopard, elephant, bear, deer. Basking along the banks of the Ramganga
are the slender snouted gharial and the marsh crocodile. There are watch towers, elephant

safaris and jeep safaris for wildlife viewing.

DAY 5 - Delhi Departure
After breakfast, Checkout from the hotel and proceed drive back to Delhi. On reaching you
will be transferred to airport or railway station for your journey back home.

Important Note : The given schedule may be change depending on the current trip. Also, it is not
possible to see all the places given in Itinerary. Over time, that is likely to change.
INCLUDING*







Pvt Car with Driver.
Best Hotel and Resorts.
Daily Complimentary Breakfast (Not for 1st Day) and Dinner.
All Sightseeing as Per Itinerary.
( As Per Security Reason Sightseeing timings will be 9.00 AM – 6.00 PM )
All Local Taxes.
All Tolls and Parking’s.

EXCLUDING*


Room

GST, Flights, Jeep Safari, Entry Fees, Activities and Personal Shopping.
Budget
3 Star Hotels
Deluxe Hotels
Basic

Superior 25% Extra
Natural Resorts
3 Star Resorts
Basic

Luxury 45% Extra
4 or 5 Star Hotels
Luxury Nature Resorts
Basic

Signature 60% Extra
5 Star Premium Resorts
Specialty in Destination
Basic

Please Note : Although we pride ourselves in constantly maintaining our programmed the above
mentioned programmed is subject to change without prior notice. Any extra expenses incurred
due to any weather problems, technical issues, forced instances, natural calamities, political
disturbances, strikes that cause delays or postponement or entail extra night stay and additional
meals and transfers will be charged extra, directly to Guest.

* Please Follow all Govt. Guidelines in COVID 19 Pandemic Situation.
* Your Safety is Our TopPriority.

Important Terms and Conditions*
 We send all the photos to WhatsApp before booking and we book the basic
room category of the hotel by showing it, it will be the responsibility of the
customers to check the room there and check everything at the time of check
in, if there is any problem with the hotel or any problem related to the room,
talk to the Hotel Receptionist and solve the problem.

 The responsibility of the budget package hotel will be the responsibility of the
customers, we try to provide the best hotels in our own way, but if we don't
like it, the customers will be paid more and given another hotel on the same
day.

Airlines Terms & Conditions
•

All Passengers must carry a Valid Photo Identity Proof and Covid-19 Negative RT-PCR Reports OR Final
Vaccination Reports at the time of Check-in.

•

This can include: Driving License, Passport, PAN Card, Voter ID Card or any other ID issued by the
Government of India. For infant passengers, it is mandatory to carry the Date of Birth certificate.

•

You must Download & Register on the Aarogya Setu App and carry a valid ID Cards.

•

It is mandatory to wear a mask and carry other protective gear.

•

Reach the terminal at least 2 hours prior to the departure for domestic flight and 4 hours prior to the departure of
international flight.

•

If the flight is delayed or canceled due to any reason, the sector will not be changed or the airline will be
responsible for paying or making changes to the airline. Saffron Holidays India Pvt Ltd will not be responsible for

any changes to the Airlines.
•

Flight timings are subject to change without prior notice. Please recheck with the carrier prior to departure. For
departure terminal please check with the Airline first.

Baggage Information
•

Free Cabin Baggage Allowance: As per Bureau of Civil Aviation Security (BCAS) guidelines traveling passenger
may carry maximum 7 Kgs per person per flight (only one piece measuring not more than 55 cm x 35 cm x 25
cm, including laptops or duty free shopping bags). The dimensions of the checked Baggage should not exceed
158 cm (62 inches) in overall dimensions (L + W + H). Extra Charges will be added at the time of Airport baggage
check in counter.

What is Airlines policy if a flight is cancelled, delayed or preponed ?
All Airlines reserves the right to cancel, reschedule or delay the commencement or continuance of a flight
or to alter the stopping place or to deviate from the route of the journey or to change the type of Aircraft
in use without incurring any liability in damages or otherwise to the Customers or any other person
whatsoever. Sometimes circumstances beyond Airlines control result in flight delays or cancellations. In
such circumstances, Airlines reserves the right to cancel or delay a flight without prior notice.
Circumstances beyond Airlines control can include, without limitation, weather; air traffic control;
mechanical failures; acts of terrorism; acts of nature; force majeure; strikes; riots; wars; hostilities;
disturbances; governmental regulations, orders, demands or requirements; shortages of critical
manpower, parts or materials; labour unrest; etc. Any Airlines does not connect to another airlines and is
not responsible for any losses incurred by Customers while trying to connect to or from other airlines. In
case of delays of more than 2 hours or Preponement of the flight by more than 1 hour, customers are
entitled for a full refund or re-booking onto an alternative Same Airlines flight at no additional cost
subject to availability. In the special case in which a subsequent portion of an Airlines flight is cancelled
while a Customer is already in transit, a Customer shall have the right to choose to remain at the transit
station and accept a partial refund for the portion of the flight not completed; or to return to the point of
origin and receive a refund; or a credit for future travel on Airlines; or re-booking onto an alternative
flights at no additional cost subject to availability. Any compensation arising out of cancellation or delay
of flights will be processed as per DGCA guideline outlined in Civil Aviation Requirement, Section - 3,
Series M Part IV.

In case of delay or cancellation of a flight operated as part of the Connected
Segments/Route scheme, the following shall apply:
•In case of delay or cancellation of the connecting flight at the point of origin which leads to the
possibility of a missed connection at the point of transit, the passenger shall have right to choose a

refund, or a credit for future travel on IndiGo, or re-booking onto an alternative Same Airlines flight at no
additional cost subject to availability.
•In case of a delay or cancellation of the connecting flight at the point of transit, Airlines will, at its
discretion and subject to availability of seats, first offer the passenger the option to travel on the next
flight or if either options cannot materialize, then at its discretion, Airlines do not provide any lodging for
overnight stay to the passenger at the point of transit, ground transportation to and from the airport and
hotel and dinner.

Will Airlines provide any additional benefits to passengers in case their flight
is cancelled or rescheduled?
Airlines will not be liable for any loss incurred due to flight cancellation or rescheduling,
and passengers will not be provided any additional benefits.
IMPORTANT GUIDELINE
If you are Booking Air Tickets from us then the Convivence fee at just is only Rs. 99* Per Aircraft will be
charged per person, but Saffron Holidays will not be responsible for any Cancellation or Rescheduling of
the Flights. It is mandatory for passengers to the web check inn before 4 hrs boarding the plane. Once the
plane ticket is issued, if any changes are required, the passengers will have to make the changes
themselves in consultation with the Airline Companies.
In case of Cancellation or Alteration of tickets, the airline charges a minimum of of Rs.3000* per
passenger per flight.
If at some point the flight is canceled or rescheduled due to some technical problem, the change will not
be made by Saffron Holidays, the passenger will have to make the change in consultation with the airline.
If you need any help, our co-workers will be keen to help you in time.

OUR TERMS & CONDITIONS*
Payment Terms
For the services contracted, a minimum deposit of 50% of the total cost of the tour is to be paid by you to
SAFFRON HOLIDAYS INDIA PVT LTD. The deposit is required to hold the booking on confirmed basis.

Balance Payment
Balance payment is to be made 15 days prior to the date of Departure. Any booking made within 15 working days
of the date of services would be considered to be a late booking and for same the full and final payment is
required to be made at the time of booking itself.

Cancellation Policy
Policy Regarding Cancellation
In case of cancellation of tour/travel services due to any avoidable/unavoidable reason/s we must be informed in
writing. Cancellation charges would be effective from the date we receive letter in writing and cancellation charges
would be as follows :

Cancellation





For cancellations up to 15 days prior to arrival, a cancellation fee of 30% of the full booking amount
applies.
For cancellations from 14-8 days prior to arrival, a cancellation fee of 60% of the full booking amount
applies.
For cancellations from 7-4 days prior to arrival, a cancellation fee of 80% of the full booking amount
applies.
For cancellations within 4 days prior to arrival, no-show or early departure, a cancellation fee of 100% of
the full booking amount applies.

Please Note


Irrespective of above mentioned cancellations slabs - incase of cancellation of tour / travel services after
the booking is made with us - a minimum 10% service charges would be applicable.



In case you cancel the trip after commencement refund would be restricted to a limited amount that too
would depend on the amount that we would be able to recover from the hoteliers we patronize. For
unused hotel accommodation, chartered transportation and missed meals etc. we do not bear any
responsibility to refund.



Please note that if booking for following period is/are cancelled, due to whatsoever reason, no
refund would be made for said cancellation.

Rates : Above Package Rates Not Valid For Peak Seasons and 20th December to 10th January*

